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About This Game

Chief's Quest is a classic action platform game inspired by native american culture as well as anime movies
such as "Princess Mononoke" and "Nausicaä of the Valley of the Wind"

This game about the young warrior Mikasi from the Big Bird tribe.
Mikasi's father instructed his son to find and bring back home the mischievous little sister.

So our hero goes on a journey in search of his missing sister.
The road is full of dangers, dire animals and evil spirits inhabit these lands.

But brave and courageous Mikasi is ready to challenge all difficulties!

 Classic action platformer

 A variety of locations with unique enemies and traps

 Colorful pixel art graphics

 Beautifully animated characters

 Secondary weapons, allowing to change combat tactics
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And so why early access?

This is a necessary measure, because from our country it is impossible to register a project on a kickstarter without
intermediaries.

Therefore, we are extremely grateful to everyone who buys our project at an early stage!
if you played our game and you like it, please write a short review, it will really help us.

Nuances:

At the moment in our game there are 3 music tracks written by Inigo Del Vale
Our studio consists of only two people, so the main goal for us - visual quality and balanced gameplay.

If we can sell about 1000 copies, then we will make a full OST with 10-12 original tracks (we don’t actually have a budget).

For now game run at 1920x1080 resolution(but 720p looks almost the same) and got full support for xbox360 and Dualshock4
gamepads.

If you have a gamepad of other brand, you may use the x360ce emulator.
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Title: Chief's Quest
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Great Chief Studio
Publisher:
Great Chief Studio
Release Date: 15 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or above

Processor: 1.0 Ghz or above

Memory: 2000 MB RAM

Graphics: 1 GB RAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Native game spec ratio is 16:9. Compatible with xbox 360 and dualshock 4 gamepads.

English
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chiefs titans questionable calls. chiefs interview questions. chiefs questions. exeter chiefs question of sport. gerudo chiefs
heirloom quest. chiefs interview questions police. chiefs questionable calls. too many chiefs quest endless legend. life without
chiefs questions. chiefs patriots questionable calls

It's not a bad add-on. In terms of getting the train moving it's the same as the BR Class 101 in terms or gear change as you go.
Outside appearence is very similar to the 101 as well with the notable changes being in the passenger compartment and drivers
cab. Not entirely certain if the both the 101 and 105 shared the same type of engine but it does sound the same. This will likely
change once a 3rd party sound pack is installed if the player chooses to do so.. Disclamer:
I somewhat know the developer and it influenced my desicion to buy the game.
I got to play the demo a few times before release as part of a let's read.
Other than that I went into the game blind.
##############################
</reality> was an interesting read , when I first started reading I had a story it was going to tell in mind,
and I was plesantly surprised when said story added more than one twist and thus unpredicatbility to itself becoming not what I
had predicted but a much more interesting story that gripped me until the very end of my first playthrough.

That beeing said it does have a slow start and it would have been nice to see some hints of the twists to come during book one...

TL;DR
The story is not what you my expect and picks up some steam in the second chapter(or Book) and rides it all the way to the end.
It definitively was worth my time , and the ~10 Euro I put into it.. 8-бит, ммм! Не играйте на лёгкой сложности, а то интерес
к игре потеряете сразу. Убиваем всё что на вас нападает и подбираем лут из бочек. Что делает 2 и 3 абилка не понял.
Точней эффект не почувствовал..  Awesome game!! 

Really cool game, nice graphics, fun zombies mode, cool Multiplayer (I don't know about all these people saying that
there are almost no players but there are actually pretty much) and an awesome campaign.

It is a bit expensive for a game made in 2010, but it's defenitly worth your money!

Real recommendation!

-The Awesome Pear. A friend of mine bought this as a revenge for a game that I gave him. As a university student learning
Tourism and Leisure Management, this game was kind of fun and insult. :D Even thought it was just 18 minutes I enjoyed it but
wouldn't recommend it for that price, maybe if you want to prank a friend or something.
(Loved the new Update with all those invisible achievements added...xD). Buggy clunky & basially crap. the game is windowed
mode only, if you want to take a screenshot it will reset the game. won't recommend it. Hey! Today I am here to say something
about this game!

/Positive/

+ Cheap (7€)
+ Not much of these games on steam
+ Special concept

/Negative/

- Boring..

I give this game 6,9/10
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Perfect VR game for anyone! Simply controls even without any actual controllers and very replayable and addictive to get to the
high scores!. Great game that tests your thinking.. Im just going to list some things for you...
The only game you can play is bowling.
Theres music but you cant dance or strike any poses, the only things you can do is Bowl and Sit down (which takes a whole
minute)
Nobody wants to be there. (The most people ive met and talked to were 2)
Looks like a Space Channel 5 level.
CHOOSE LOW QUALITY! Or else youll have 16 fps, oh and you cant edit the quality, you can only choose High or Low

Yes i understand that this is "Early Access" but it looks like its nowhere near complete. I had to download some separate Unreal
thing that didint help with the visuals at all. It looks like someone only worked on the map and half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥the rest.

Good luck to you with future games.... WASTE OF MONEY!!!

They story is good, but way to short!!! You also pay way too much for what is an unfinished story!!
The author has begun to only care about the money relasing the story in multiple segements rather than 1 complete story.... I like
the game, and I play on it often, I thinking about getting all the game. Shows up as "founders pack" in the Steam library. The
only difference between this and the pre-release founder purchases is an in-game animated profile avatar and the price.

So if you missed out on being a true founder with a .gif for an avatar, this has literally everything else they got - the animated
weapon skins and the M4A1 and L115A5 cosmetic variants. Multiple other permanent weapons and three characters as well. All
but the unique weapon skins are available in-game without buying the package, though they'll likely cost you more. Bit pricey,
costing more than a AAA game but if you do plan on playing LoS and have the money on hand I'd recommend picking it up to
save a lot of time grinding GP, as well as real money should you choose to purchase the individual items with gems in-game.

Date of update:

Hello!

I'm afraid that we running late with major update,
It will be ready somewhere near the december 15.
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But I'm not empty-handed!
I want to show you what a cutscenes will be look like (this one above).

It just a one frame, but I think it look pretty nice.

Many thanks to everyone who decided to support this project, it means a lot to us!

. Hello, Thank you, and Bug fix:
Hello
First of all I just want to say:
Thanks, merci, გმადლობთ, 감사, danke!
To all of you people who bought this game!

Couple of days ago we have finally release our first game in early access.
And today we've got the first minor update that fix the hitboxes and make the first enemies a little bit easier...if you dont forget
to grab a throwing knife of course.

Now we are working hard on the next level and it will be a much bigger than the first one and more diverse!
Also we are working on sound effects that is will be added to the game soon.

Hope you liked our game and stay tuned for the next announcement!
. Happy New Year !:

. Full second level released!:
Hello players!

This is our first update in this year!
We finally made up the second level and we hope you'll enjoy it!

Whats New:
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 Second Boss.

 7 new locations.

 New Enemy

 Animated Backgrounds

 1 new achievement.

 Bug fixes

Also we did over 50 copies!
So thank you again for suporting our project!

If you find any bugs or you have any suggestions for the game, please let us know.

. The first Major Update(a half of it at least):
Hello players!
Thank you all for suporting our project!

Sorry for being out of schedule, one of our pc has broken.
Because of it, this major update contain only the half of new level.
But also we added something new for the first level!

So...what do we have here:

 New animation and pattern for the first boss.

 New NPC.

 New level with 13 locations.

 3 New enemies.

 Replaced some animations (deathcloud was ugly).

 Now in some locations on level one you can easily see the secrets.

 1 new achievement.

 All bugs that we (and you) has found - fixed

But there is one problem, due to changes in the structure of levels, old saves doesn't work.
So you'll need to start a new game.
I hope this never happens again, sorry!

Have a wonderful holidays!
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